Ref: BRIT/Vig/12/2018/ 262

To,
Shri Subhrakant Roy,
Add:- 2 Janata Market,
Chembur,
Mumbai - 400074.


Sir,

Please refer to your RTI application No. BORIT/R/2018/90002 dated 04.05.2018 which was inter alia transferred to this board from DAE with reference No. DOATE/R/2018/80033 dated 04.05.2018.

The reply thereto as far as the Board of Radiation and Isotope Technology (BRIT), Department of Atomic Energy is concerned, is as follows:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Information sought for</th>
<th>Reply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Number of Officials of DCSEM, Mumbai and other units suspended or against whom action has been initiated for corruption.</td>
<td>The information pertaining to BRIT is 'Nil'.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appeal, if any, under Section 19 of RTI Act 2005 can be preferred to the following Appellate Authority in BRIT within 30 days from the date of receipt of this communication:

Shri G. Ganesh,
Chief Executive,
Board of Radiation and Isotope Technology,
Department of Atomic Energy,
Sector-20, BRIT/BARC,
Vashi Complex, Navi Mumbai- 400703
Contact No:022 2784 0000
E-mail: chief@britatom.gov.in

Thanking you.

Yours faithfully,

(K R Sathuraman)
Chief Administrative Officer &
Central Public Information Officer
022 2788 7301

Ref: BRIT/Vig/12/2018/314

May 26, 2018.

To,
Shri Subhrakant Roy,
Add:- 2 Janata Market,
Chembur
Mumbai- 400074.


Sir,

Please refer to your RTI application No. BORIT/R/2018/90003 dated 08.05.2018 which was inter alia transferred to this board from DAE with reference No. DOATE/R/2018/80033 dated 08.05.2018.

The reply thereto as far as the Board of Radiation and Isotope Technology (BRIT), Department of Atomic Energy is concerned, is as follows:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Information sought for</th>
<th>Reply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Number of scientists/engineers /other staff of atomic energy department in Mumbai and other places who have properties worth more than 50 times their income (multiple flats worth crores).</td>
<td>Immovable Property Returns for the year 2017 in respect of Group ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ officers is available on our website- <a href="http://www.britatom.gov.in">www.britatom.gov.in</a> under the head RTI Act.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appeal, if any, under Section 19 of RTI Act 2005 can be preferred to the following Appellate Authority in BRIT within 30 days from the date of receipt of this communication:

Shri G. Ganesh,
Chief Executive,
Board of Radiation and Isotope Technology,
Department of Atomic Energy,
Sector-20, BRIT/BARC,
Vashi Complex, Navi Mumbai- 400703
Contact No: 022 2784 0000
E-mail: chief@britatom.gov.in

Thanking you.

Yours faithfully,
(K R Sethuraman)
Chief Administrative Officer &
Central Public Information Officer
022 2788 7301

Subject: Seeking information and records under Section 4 (l) (b) of the Act RTI Act, 2005

Dear Sir,

I have checked the DAE and its constituent units as per DAE organizations chart in the public domino web site the RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT – 2005, Document Information provided as per Section 4 (l) (b) of the Act, but I could not get the below records. Hence requesting to provide the below records and information under RTI Act, 2005.

Kindly arrange to provide the following information/records under Section 4 (l) (b) of the Act RTI Act 2005, in the DAE and its constituent units as per THE DAE organizations chart as below.

I. Research & Development Sector

1) Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Mumbai, following Research institutions affiliated to BARC
2) Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration and Research (AMD), Hyderabad
3) Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR), Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu
4) Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore
5) Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Kolkata
6) India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO)

II. Public Sector

1) Electronics Corporation of India (ECIL), Hyderabad
2) Indian Rare Earths Limited (IREL), Mumbai
3) Uranium Corporation of India, Singhbhum
4) Nuclear Power Corporation of India (NPCIL), Mumbai, Maharashtra
5) Bharatiya Nabhkiya Vidyut Nigam Limited (BHAVINI), Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu

III. Service Organizations

1) Directorate of Construction, Services and Estate Management (DAE) (DCSEM), Mumbai
2) Directorate of Purchase and Stores (DAE) (DPS), Mumbai
3) General Services Organisation (DAE) (GSO), Kalpakkam
IV. Universities

1) Homi Bhabha National Institute, Mumbai
2) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai
3) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Hyderabad

V. Aided Sector

1) National Institute of Science Education and Research, Bhubaneswar
2) National Board for Higher Mathematics (NBHM), New Delhi
3) Atomic Energy Education Society (AEES), Mumbai
4) Tata Memorial Centre, Mumbai
5) Centre for Excellence in Basic Sciences
6) Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics (SINP), Kolkata
7) Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar
8) Harish-Chandra Research Institute (HRI), Allahabad
9) Institute of Mathematical Sciences (IMSc), Chennai
10) Institute for Plasma Research, Gandhinagar


1.1. Record and information the above said order applicable in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

1.2. Record and information of definition of Scientific Officer & Technical Officer posts.

1.3. Record and information of Research and Development work carried out in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

1.4. Record and information of Research and Development work carried out by in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

1.5. Record and information of with reference to the above order, the DAE identification of all such Scientific & Technical posts each unit and department wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

1.6. Record and information of with reference to the above order the DAE identified of all such Scientific & Technical posts in each unit, department wise and Section wise as per DAE organizations chart and photocopy furnished to the Government of India Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions Department of as per above said order.

2.1. Record and information the above said order applicable in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.2. Record and information of Research and Development work carried out by in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.3. Record and information of Research and Development work carried out by each unit and department wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.4. Record and information of with reference to the above order, the DAE identification of all such Scientific & Technical posts each unit and department wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.5. Record and information of with reference to the above order the DAE identified of all such Scientific & Technical posts in each unit, department wise and Section wise as per DAE organizations chart and photocopy furnished to the Government of India Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions Department of Personnel & Training as per above said order.

2.6. Record and information of each categories of employees for promotions Norms and its method.

2.7. Record and information of Assessment of FCS 1st Assessment is either internal or external.

2.8. Record and information of the Second Assessment is either internal or external.

2.9. Record and information of FCS applicable to section wise and name of the sections by unit wise.

2.10. Record and information for Exceptionally Meritorious relations to be given how many years is required and how many occasion one can get so in their entire carrier.

2.11. Record and information of Level-1 screening (Internal) details.

2.12. Record and information of Level-2 screening either external or internals methods with details.

2.13. Record and information the assessment board for judging number of external members and number of internals possessing expertise in the field.
2.14. Record and information of Nature of Scientific and Technical work, out-put in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.15. Record and information of CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING INSTITUTIONS/ORGANISATIONS AS SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL, in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.16. Record and information of with reference to the above order the DAE identified of all such Scientific & Technical posts in each unit, department wise and Section wise as per DAE organizations chart and photocopy furnished to the Government of India Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions Department of Personnel & Training as per above said order.

2.17. Request to provide point wise Record and information CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING INSTITUTIONS/ORGANISATIONS AS SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL, as per ANNEXURE-II of above said order, in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.18. Request to provide point wise Record and information Scientific Activities and Services of above said order, in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations. (Fundamental /Basic Research, Applied Research, Experimental Development, Science and Technology activities, which are directly link to R&D in terms of promoting the scientific activities and services).

2.19. Record and information of Scientific Laboratory / Institutes or other relevant scientific activities doing R&D, in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.20. Record and information of all NPCIL Units in creating new Scientific Knowledge in professional research and development in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.21. Record and information of all scientific post which is involved predominately research work and development in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

2.22. Request to provide point wise Record and information CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING S&T AGENCIES/ ORGANISATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF FLEXIBLE COMPLEMENTING SCHEME (FCS) IN GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, ANNEXURE. III, of above said order, in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.
2.23. Request to provide **point wise** Criteria fulfilled, in each unit, department wise and Section wise as per DAE organizations chart and approval photocopy from government of India.

2.24. Request to provide **point wise** Record and information *Annual Work Report Part-A SELF ASSESSMENT BY THE OFFICER REPORTED UPON Annexure -IV of above said order from the year 2004 to 2018 promoted all officers* in each unit, department wise and Section wise *in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations*, and approval photocopy from government of India. Request to mention either SC or ST or OBC or GM.

2.25. Request to provide **point wise** Record and information *Part-B, ASSESSMENT BY THE REPORTING AUTHORITY, of above said order from the year 2004 to 2018, promoted all officers* in each unit, department wise and Section wise as per DAE organizations chart and approval photocopy from government of India. Request to mention either SC or ST or OBC or GM.

2.26. Request to provide **point wise** Record and information, *Part-C, INTERNAL PEER GROUP REVIEW REPORT, of above said order from the year 2004 to 2018 promoted all officers* in each unit, department wise and Section wise as *in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations* and approval photocopy from government of India. Request to mention either SC or ST or OBC or GM.

2.27. Request to provide **point wise** Record and information, *Annexure (to Annual Work Report) of above said order from the year 2004 to 2018 promoted all officers* in each unit, department wise and Section wise *in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations* and approval photocopy from government of India. Request to mention either SC or ST or OBC or GM.

With reference to above has not been disclosed in *the public domino web site the RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT – 2005, under Section 4 (I) (b) of the Act. Hence I no need to pay for fee for each pages as per RTI Act.*

With reference to above subject and reference *an IPO of Rs.10/- in favor of Manager (F&A), NPCIL payable at TMS is enclosed for the purpose. I preferred soft copy or through email or in case both not possible then hard copy.*

Thanking you.

Yours faithfully

(DrSreeramappa)

Qt No: TYPE-IV, G-II, TAPS COLONY

PO: TAPP, VIA-BOISAR, DIST &
Subject: Seeking information and records under Section 4 (l) (b) of the Act RTI Act, 2005

Dear Sir,

I have checked the DAE and its constituent units as per DAE organizations chart in the public domino web site the RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT – 2005, Document Information provided as per the Section 4 (l) (b) of the Act, but I could not get the below records. Hence requesting to provide the below records and information under RTI Act, 2005

Kindly arrange to provide the following information/records under RTI Act, 2005 in the DAE and its constituent units as per the DAE organizations chart as below from the year 2000 to till date.

I. Research & Development Sector

1) Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Mumbai, following Research institutions affiliated to BARC
2) Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration and Research (AMD), Hyderabad
3) Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR), Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu
4) Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore
5) Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Kolkata
6) India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO)

II. Public Sector

1) Electronics Corporation of India (ECIL), Hyderabad
2) Indian Rare Earths Limited (IREL), Mumbai
3) Uranium Corporation of India, Singhbhum
4) Nuclear Power Corporation of India (NPCIL), Mumbai, Maharashtra
5) Bharatiya Nabhkiya Vidyut Nigam Limited (BHAVINI), Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu
III. Service Organizations

1) Directorate of Construction, Services and Estate Management (DAE) (DCSEM), Mumbai
2) Directorate of Purchase and Stores (DAE) (DPS), Mumbai
3) General Services Organisation (DAE) (GSO), Kalpakkam

IV. Universities

1) Homi Bhabha National Institute, Mumbai
2) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai
3) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Hyderabad

V. Aided Sector

1) National Institute of Science Education and Research, Bhubaneswar
2) National Board for Higher Mathematics (NBHM), New Delhi
3) Atomic Energy Education Society (AEES), Mumbai
4) Tata Memorial Centre, Mumbai
5) Centre for Excellence in Basic Sciences
6) Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics (SINP), Kolkata
7) Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar
8) Harish-Chandra Research Institute (HRI), Allahabad
9) Institute of Mathematical Sciences (IMSc), Chennai
10) Institute for Plasma Research, Gandhinagar

1. Request to provide records and information of recruitment, promotions norms and screening norms following in the DAE and its constituent units, department wise and sections wise, as above each organizations, the scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc since from 2000 to as on dated.

1.1. Request to provide records and information of the DOPT order No.F.No.42011/2/2014/Estt.(Res) , dated the 13" February, 2014, in relation to the SC, ST, OBC and Minority members in the Board directors is applicable or not in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations.

1.2. Record and information the scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc, lowest promotion grade to highest promotion grade, Level-1 promotion screening (Internal) committee in the DAE and its constituent units, as above each organizations, since from 2000 to as on dated. The committee
members details of 1. Name of the person, 2. Qualification, 3. Designation, 4. The committee member from internal or external or retired person from the DAE, 5. Name of the divisional representative 6. Experts in the respective field and 7. members belongs to the SC, ST, OBC and Minority in the committee.

1.3. Record and information the scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc, **lowest promotion grade to highest promotion grade**, Level-2 promotion screening either external or internals methods with details in the DAE and its constituent units, as above each organizations, since from 2000 to as on dated. The committee members details of 1. Name of the person, 2. Qualification, 3. Designation, 4. The committee member from internal or external or retired person from the DAE, 5. Name of the divisional representative 6. Experts in the respective field and 7. members belongs to the SC, ST, OBC and Minority in the committee.

1.4. Record and information the scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc, **lowest promotion grade to highest promotion grade**, **promotion committee’s in the DAE and its constituent units**, as above each organizations, since from 2000 to till date. The committee members details of 1. Name of the person, 2. Qualification, 3. Designation, 4. The committee member from internal or external or retired person from the DAE, 5. Name of the divisional representative 6. Experts in the respective field and 7. members belongs to the SC, ST, OBC and Minority in the committee.

2. Request to provide records and information with reference to the DOPT Refe. No. **AB-14017/37/2008-Estt (RR)** Government of India Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances 8 Pension Department of Personnel & Training, dated 10th September, 2010. Subject: Modified Flexible Complementing Scheme for Scientists based on the recommendations of the 6th Central Pay Commission. Request to provide records and information for **promotions norms and screening norms** following in the DAE and its constituent **units**, **department wise and sections wise**, as above each organizations, the scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc since from 2000 to till date.
2.1. Request to provide extract photocopy of *point wise* Record and information Annual Work Report Part- A, SELF ASSESSMENT BY THE OFFICER REPORTED UPON Annexeure –IV (point No.1-14), or merit promotion scheme, *in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations since from 2000 to as on date those who are promoted, not promoted, called interview and not called for interview.*

2.2. Request to provide extract photocopy of *point wise* Record and information Part-B (1-5), ASSESSMENT BY THE REPORTING AUTHORITY, of above said order from the year 2000 to till date, promoted scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc in each unit, department wise and Section wise as per DAE organizations chart. Request to mention either candidate belongs to SC or ST or OBC or GM.

2.3. Request to provide extract photocopy of *point wise* Record and information, Part-C (1-6), INTERNAL PEER GROUP REVIEW REPORT, of above said order from the year 2000 to till date, promoted scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc in each unit, department wise and Section wise as *in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations*. Request to mention either candidate belongs to SC or ST or OBC or GM.

2.4. Request to provide extract photocopy of *point wise* Record and information, Annexure (to Annual Work Report) *(PointNo.1-19)* of above said order from the year 2000 to till date, promoted scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc in each unit, department wise and Section wise *in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations*. Request to mention either SC or ST or OBC or GM.

2.5. Request to provide extract photocopy of interview committee framed by department for promotion of scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations from the year 2000 to till date...Request to mention either SC or ST or OBC or GM. In the each committee members details of 1. **Name of the person**, 2. **Qualification.** 3. **Designation**, 4. **The**
committee member from internal or external or retired person from the DAE, 5. Name of the divisional representative 6. Experts in the respective field and 7. members belongs to the SC, ST, OBC and Minority in the committee.

2.6. Request to provide extract photocopy of interview marks awarded by each committee member for promotion of scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations from the year 2000 to till date.

2.7. Request to provide soft copy of video recorded, promotion of scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations from the year 2000 to till date.

2.8. Request to provide records and information method of marks awarding system in the interview by committee members from experts and non-experts of scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations from the year 2000 to till date.

2.9. Request to provide records and information method of re-evaluation of scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations from the year 2000 to till date.

2.10. Request to provide extract photocopy of questions asked by each committee members in the in the interview of scientific posts, Technical posts, administrative, non Technical posts, Medical officer posts and Auxiliary posts etc in each unit, department wise and Section wise in the DAE and its constituent units as above each organizations from the year 2000 to till date.

2.11. Request to provide records and information the role of divisional representative in the interview.
With reference to above has not been disclosed in the public domino web site the RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT – 2005, under Section 4 (I) (b) of the Act. Hence I no need to pay for fee for each pages as per RTI Act.

With reference to above subject and reference an IPO of Rs.10/- in favor of Manager (F&A), NPCIL payable at TMS is enclosed for the purpose. I preferred soft copy or through email or in case both not possible then hard copy.

Thanking you.

Yours faithfully

(DrSreeramappa)

Qt No: TYPE-IV, G-II, TAPS COLONY
PO: TAPP, VIA-BOISAR, DIST & TALUKA-PALGHAR, PIN: 401504, Ph: 09423982742

E mail id: drsreeramappa@gmail.com

Dated-18/05/2018

To
The Scientific officer/H, Transparency Officer/CPIO
Department of Atomic Energy, Anushakti Bhavan,
C.S.M. Marg, Mumbai-40001.
Phone: 022-22043584 email: daeweb@dae.gov.in.

Subject: Seeking information and records under Section 4 (I) (b) of the Act RTI Act, 2005

Dear Sir,

I have checked the DAE and its constituent units as per DAE organizations chart in the public domino web site the RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT – 2005, Document Information provided as per Section 4 (I) (b) of the Act, but I could not get the below records. Hence requesting to provide the below records and information under RTI Act, 2005

Kindly arrange to provide the following information/records under Section 4 (I) (b) of the Act RTI Act 2005, in the DAE and its constituent units as per THE DAE organizations chart as below.

I. Research & Development Sector

1) Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Mumbai, following Research institutions affiliated to BARC
2) Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration and Research (AMD), Hyderabad
3) Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR), Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu
4) Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore
5) Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Kolkata
6) India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO)

II. Public Sector

1) Electronics Corporation of India (ECIL), Hyderabad
2) Indian Rare Earths Limited (IREL), Mumbai
3) Uranium Corporation of India, Singhbhum
4) Nuclear Power Corporation of India (NPCIL), Mumbai, Maharashtra
5) Bharatiya Nabhkiya Vidyut Nigam Limited (BAVINI), Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu

III. Service Organizationss

1) Directorate of Construction, Services and Estate Management (DAE) (DCSEM), Mumbai
2) Directorate of Purchase and Stores (DAE) (DPS), Mumbai
3) General Services Organisation (DAE) (GSO), Kalpakkam
IV. Universities

1) Homi Bhabha National Institute, Mumbai
2) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai
3) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Hyderabad

V. Aided Sector

1) National Institute of Science Education and Research, Bhubaneswar
2) National Board for Higher Mathematics (NBHM), New Delhi
3) Atomic Energy Education Society (AEES), Mumbai
4) Tata Memorial Centre, Mumbai
5) Centre for Excellence in Basic Sciences
6) Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics (SINP), Kolkata
7) Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar
8) Harish-Chandra Research Institute (HRI), Allahabad
9) Institute of Mathematical Sciences (IMSc), Chennai
10) Institute for Plasma Research, Gandhinagar

With reference to above subject requested to give the following information/records under RTI Act 2005.


A. The said order applicable to above said order in the DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries.

B. Photocopy of the said order implementation in the DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries.

C. The said order if it is not applicable, the photocopy of procedure followed in the DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries.

D. The said order is compulsory to implement or optional in the DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries.

E. Whether the order is applicable to Department of Atomic Energy/Nuclear Power Corporation Hospitals.

F. If the order is compulsory, some of the organizations not ready to follow the order, record and information of legal implications.

G. After implementing order by Ministry of health and family welfare, whether the DAE concerned authorities are ensured all departments are following or not, request to provide photocopy.
H. Please provide the information and records in related to branded drugs indenting in the DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries.

2. Please provide the information and records in related **DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries medicine indents from 26.07.2010 to till date as below.**

   A. The Year wise amount of budget allocation and **medicine indented DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries medicine indents from 26.07.2010 to till date.**
   
   B. The Year wise amount of budget allocation and **Ayurveda medicine indented DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries Ayurveda medicine indents from 26.07.2010 to till date.**

3. With reference to the subject reforms proposed in contributory health service (CHSS), Ref.No.1/4/2014/IR7W/ Dated 25/09/2014. Requesting to provide the below records and information of Tata Institute of Social Science recommendation of report implementation in **DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries.**

   A. **Recommendation of C.H.S.S in Mumbai and B.A.R.C. Hospital -Hospital infrastructure point No.1-9,** please provide the information and records in related **DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1.** Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6.Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

   B. **Recommendation of C.H.S.S in Mumbai and B.A.R.C. Hospital -Hospital Referral point No.1-6,** please provide the information and records in related **DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1.** Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6.Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

   C. **Recommendation of C.H.S.S in Mumbai and B.A.R.C. Hospital -Human Resource Development point No.1-5,** please provide the information and records in related **DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1.** Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6.Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

   D. **Recommendation of C.H.S.S in Mumbai and B.A.R.C. Hospital -Administrative and System Improvement point No.1-2,** please provide the information and records in related **DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1.** Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to
implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

E. **Recommendation of C.H.S.S in Mumbai and B.A.R.C. Hospital point No. - 1.** State of the art technology of 300 bedded Hospital, 2. Any occupancy rate of 85% and 3. Near zero referral, please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries*. 1. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

F. **Recommendation of C.H.S.S in KALPAKKAM Hospital point No.1-6** please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries*. 1. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

G. **Recommendation of REVIEW OF NON- Hospital C.H.S.S,** please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries*. 1. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

H. **Recommendation of WELLNESS CENTRE,** please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries*. 1. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

I. **Recommendation of preventive services Point No. I-XI,** please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries*. 1. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

J. **Preventive services Recommendations based on level of evidences Level I, II, III & IV services Point No.1-49,** please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries*. 1. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.
K. **Recommendations of reforming C.H.S.S.** Please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1*. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

L. **Recommendations of Streaming C.H.S.S Delivery, Model 1, 2 & 3.** Please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1*. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

M. **Recommendations of Reforming C.H.S.S Administration.** Please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1*. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

N. **Recommendations of preventing disease and promoting health.** Please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1*. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

O. **Recommendations of health management information system (HMIS).** Please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1*. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

P. **Recommendations of GIST OF PROPOSED REFORMS IN CHSS the point No.1-14.** Please provide the information and records in related *DAE and its constituent units of CHSS Hospitals and dispensaries 1*. Action taken report as per TISS recommendation, 2. The progress report, 3. The time frame fixed to implement or 4. Going to be implement or 5. Not going to be implement or 6. Not accepted by the DAE the recommendation by TISS.

*With reference to above has not been disclosed in the public domino web site the RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT – 2005, under Section 4 (l) (b) of the Act. Hence I no need to pay for fee for each pages as per RTI Act.*
With reference to above subject and reference an IPO of Rs.10/- in favor of Manager (F&A), NPCIL payable at TMS is enclosed for the purpose. **I preferred soft copy or through email or in case both not possible then hard copy.**

Thanking you.

Yours faithfully

(Dr Sreeramappa)

Qt No: TYPE-IV, G-II, TAPS COLONY

PO: TAPP, VIA-BOISAR, DIST & TALUKA-PALGHAR, PIN: 401504, Ph: 09423982742

E mail id: drsreeramappa@gmail.com
Ref: BRIT/Vig/RTI(12)/2018/352

To,
Dr. Sreeramappa,
Add: Type IV, G-II,
TAPS Colony, PO: TAPP,
Via-Boisar,
Dist & Taluka:- Palghar,
Pincode:-401504

Sub: **Seeking Information under RTI Act- 2005 reg.**

Sir,


The list of DAE organizations for which information has been sought does not include Board of Radiation & Isotope Technology.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Chief Administrative Officer &
Central Public Information Officer